From: MOSCOW
To: MEXICO CITY
No. 554

16 September 1944

Advise URIBE[1] of the following instructions from
DOLORES[11]:
"Against the trip to France of ANTON[111] and MIJE[1v]
[13 groups unrecovered].

As for URIBE, his
[32 groups unrecovered]
HERNÁNDEZ[v] [3% and]
[11 groups unrecovered]
did they ......[a] to go.
[6 groups unrecovered]?

Telegraph your decision.

No. 4284

VIKTOR[v1]

"LUK[A]"[vii]

[19 groups unrecovered]

has been received from you on account
[25 groups unrecovered]

No. 4295

VIKTOR

Notes:
[a] At this point would come the English for some of
the preceding 11 unrecovered groups.

Comments:
[1] URIBE: Vicente URIBE GALDANO.
[111] ANTON: Francisco ANTON.
[1v] MIJE: Antonio MIJE.
[v] HERNÁNDEZ: Jesús HERNÁNDEZ TOMÁS.
[vii] LUKA: Pavel P. KLARIN.